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Introduction 
The isomorphisms of little projective groups of octave planes, i.e., the 
groups generated by elations have recently been determined by TAE-IL SUR 
[14). He proved that there are two kinds of involutions in such a group 
and that the centralizer of an involution of the first kind can not be 
isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution of the second kind. This 
implies that an isomorphism of a little projective group maps involutions 
of the first kind onto involutions of the first kind. From this he derived 
that elations are mapped onto elations. He completed his proof along the 
lines of SCHREIER and VAN DER W AERDEN's determination of the iso-
morphisms of the classical projective groups (see [8] or [3, p. 88]). 
In this paper we use another method to distinguish between involutions 
of the two kinds. We consider maximal sets of conjugate commuting 
involutions (compare with the determination of the automorphisms of 
general linear groups by DrEUDONNE [2, p. 5] or [3, p. 86]). This method 
also applies to the middle projective groups of octave planes. Instead of 
making use of elations we determine the form of any isomorphism 
directly, using involutions of the first kind (see [3, p. 87]). Any such 
isomorphism is of the form 'fJ---+ -r-1'fJ-r, where -r is either a projectivity 
or a correlation. 
l. Preliminaries 
Let 0 be an octave field over a commutative field K, with characteristic 
K=/=2, 3. By A(O; y1, yz, ya) we denote the Jordan algebra of hermitian 
3 x 3-matrices over 0, i.e., the matrices of the form 
where y1, yz, ya are fixed elements of K, =1= 0, and ~' E K, x, E 0; here the 
product is the so-called Jordan product xy=}(x·y+y·x), where · denotes 
1) This research was partially supported by the National Science Formdation 
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the ordinary matrix product. As an abstract algebra we denote it by A. 
A(C; y1, y2, ya) is then called a matrix representation of A; A can have 
several such matrix representations. 
On A there is defined a cubic form det. <x, y, z) is the symmetric 
trilinear form such that <x, x, x) =det x. 
S will be the group of linear transformations t of A such that det tx = det x, 
G the group oflinear transformations t such that det tx=v(t) det x, v(t) E K, 
r the group of semilinear transformations t such that det tx=v(t) a~det x), 
where a is the automorphism of K induced by t. We shall call S the 
special linear group of A, G the linear group and r the semilinear group. 
A quadratic form Q on A is given by Q(x) = !t(x2), if t denotes the 
trace of a matrix. (x, y)=Q(x+y)-Q(x)-Q(y) is a nondegenerate bilinear 
form. A projective octave plane &J(C) is defined in the following way. 
Points are simple idempotent elements of A and nilpotents of order 2, 
i.e., x such that x2=0. If u is a point, then the line u* is the set of all 
points v such that (u, v) = 0. Three points u, v, ware collinear if and only 
if <u, v, w)=O. &J(C) is a harmonic plane. It is uniquely determined by C, 
i.e., all choices of y1, y2, ya give the same plane &J(C). 
The centralizers of S, G, r consist of scalar multiples of the unit matrix. 
The factor groups of these groups by their centers are called PS, PG, P r 
respectively. We refer to PS as to the little projective group, to PG as 
to the middle projective group and to P r as to the full projective group. 
P r is the group of all projective transformations of &J(O) [10, theorem 4, 
p. 99]. 
The group PSis generated by elations, i.e., central collineations with 
incident center and axis ([5, III, theorem 12, p. 83] or [12, theorem I, 
p. 462]). The group PG is generated by elations and dilatations. 
For the results on Jordan algebras and octave planes which we shall 
need here we refer to [13, chapter I]. We shall in general use the same 
notations as there; the reader is advised to read in particular p. 413-419 
of that paper. Notice only that we denote a line here by u*, etc., instead 
of u, as we did in [13], and that we write &J(C) instead of &Jc. 
2. Involutions 
Let a be an involution in PG. Take points x and yin &J(C) such that 
x=Fax, y=Fay, and such that x, ax, and y are not collinear. 
If p is the point of intersection of (x x ax)* (i.e., the line through x 
and ax) and (yxay)*, q that of (xxy)* and (axxay)* and r that of 
(x x ay)* and (ax x y)*, then p, q, r are noncollinear and invariant under 
a. Now we distinguish two cases. 
I. There exists a line such that all of its points are invariant under a. 
Then a is called an involution of the first kind. a is an involution au,v* with 
the point u and all the points of v* as fixed points, where u ft v*. 
au,v* is· uniquely determined by u and v*. All involutions of the first 
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kind are in the little projective group PS. As PS acts transitively on 
noncollinear triples of points (see [5, III, proposition 13, p. 81] or 
[12, lemma 2, p. 461 ]), any two involutions of the first kind are con-
jugate within PS. 
II. There does not exist a line of fixed points. Then a is called an 
involution of the second kind. Let p, q, r be noncollinear fixed points and 
let z be a point on the line (p x q)* such that z =F az. Take any line v* 
through z, not through p orr. If s is the point of intersection of v* and 
av*, then s is invariant under a. Furthermore, p, q, r and s form a non-
degenerated quadrangle of fixed points or, shortly, a fixed four-point. 
Now there exists a t E PG which transforms p, q, r, s into 
( 1 0 0) (0 0 0) (0 0 0) (1 U= 0 0 0 , V= 0 1 0 , W= 0 0 0 , X= 8 000 000 001 e e e) 1 e , e 1 
respectively, where e is the unit element of C (see [12, proposition 8, 
p. 464] or [14, proposition 1, p. 322]). Notice that we have taken 
y1=y2 =ya= 1 for convenience. We then consider -r=tat-1 instead of a. 
As r leaves the unit element e=u+v+w of A invariant, -r is an auto-
morphism of A ([5, I, theorem 4, p. 186]; it also follows from [9, p. 257, 
first formula of (12) with y=e and the last formula before theorem 1]). 
It must have the form 
( $1 Xa X2) ( 6 'f1Xa 1:1X2) 
-r xa ~2 x1 = -r1xa $~ -r1X1 , 
Xz X1 $a 7:1 X2 7:1 XI $a 
where -r1 is an automorphism of C of period 2. Hence there exists a 
quaternion subfield C+ of C with orthogonal complement C- such that 
7:]X=X for X E C+, 7:]X= -X for X E c- (see [4, p. 66]). 
In the full projective group P r there exist involutions of a third kind; 
these also have a fixed four-point, but are not linear. 
Any involution of the first kind is conjugate, within PS, to the involution 
au, u* where 
( 1 0 0) U= 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 
If we consider the Peirce decomposition with respect to u, the elements 
of A are of the form 
cxu+,B(e-u) +x+y, x E Eo, y E E1. 
au,u* is induced by the following transformation of A, which is in S, 
cxu+ ,B(e-u) +x+y---'!>- cxu+ ,B(e-u) +x-y 
(see [13, p. 439]). We shall denote this reflection by au,u*, too. 
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If we denote, for any involution a, the subspace of x E A such that 
ax=x ( -x) by At (A;), then we have for a=au,u* 
At= {e}+ {u}+Eo, 
Here {x} denotes the linear subspace of A generated by the vector x. 
Clearly dim At= 11, dim A;= 16. 
If a is of the second kind, it is conjugate within the middle projective 
group to a r as described above. For that r we have 
Aj = {e}+ {u}+ {xt}+C++a+C++a-C+, 
A;'- =C-+a+C~+a-C-. 
dim At= 15, dim A;= 12. 
From the dimensions of the eigenspaces it follows that an involution 
of the first kind can not be conjugate to one of the second kind within 
the middle projective group. 
3. Commuting involutions 
If R is a linear space and Lt, L2, M r, M 2 are subspaces such that 
R=Lt+Mt, L, 11 Mt=O (i= 1, 2), then we shall say that Lt, Mt I L2, M2 
ifLt=Lt11 L2+Lt11 M2, Mt=Mt11 L2+Mt 11M2. Clearly Lr,M1IL2,M2 
implies L2, M2 I Lr, Mr, for both relations are equivalent to R=Lt 11 L2+ 
+Lt 11 M2+Mt 11 L2+Mt11 M2. 
If a is an involution in PG, then A=At+A;, At 11A;=O. If r is 
another involution in PG, then a commutes with r if and only if At 
and A; are invariant under r, hence if and only if At, A; I At, A;. 
We shall now make a closer investigation of some cases of commuting 
involutions. First, let a and r be both of the first kind, say, a=au,,v,*, 
r=au.,vs*· Then ar=ra, ao/=r, if UtE v:, U2 E vi. Then ar=au,,v,*, where 
ua=Vt x v2, va=Ut x u2 (up to scalar factors). Obviously, a maximal set 
of commuting involutions of the first kind consists of three elements : 
a, r and ar. 
Now, let a and r be both of the second kind. As we saw in the previous 
section we may assume that 
where Ct is a quaternion subfield of C. At determines a quaternion 
plane &(Ct), which is embedded in &(C). 1: leaves At invariant, so it 
induces an involution r' of &(Ct). r' is either of the first or of the second 
kind. 
a. r' is of the first kind. Then r' =a a, IJ*, with a, b EAt. By a trans-
formation of the little projective group of &(Ct) we can map a onto u, 
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b* onto u*. Hence by replacing G and -r by conjugate involutions, which 
we shall denote by G and -r again, we get that 
At={e}+{u}+{xl}+Ct+a+Ct+a-C{, 
At() At={e}+{u}+{xl}+Ct. 
As At, A; I At, A;, we must have 
A; =C1 +a+C1 +a-C1, 
where C1 denotes, as in the previous section, the orthogonal complement 
of Ct in C. 
In this case G-r=au,u*, i.e., it is of the first kind. Notice that 
dimAt ()At=7, dimA;t ()A;=dimA; ()At=B, dimA; ()A;-=4, 
in this case. 
b. -r' is of the second kind. Then by replacing a and -r by conjugate 
elements we get 
A;t = {e}+ {u}+ {x1}+Ct +a+Ct +a-Ct, 
A; =C1 +a+C1 +a-C1, 
At= {e}+ {u}+ {x1}+Ci +a+Ct +a-Ct, 
A; =C;: +a+C;: +a-C;:, 
where Ct and Ct are quatemion fields in C such that dim Ct () Ct = 
=dim Ct () C;: =dim C1 () Ct =dim C1 () C;: = 2. We then have 
A!={e}+{u}+{xl}+Ct+a+Ct+a-Ct, 
A,; =C; + a+Cs + a_C; 
with Ci{ =Ct () Ct +C1 () C;:, which is a quaternion subfield of C. 
Hence Gl' is of the second kind. dim At () At= 9, dim A;t () A; = 
=dim A; () At =dim A; () A;= 6. 
4. Image of an involution of the first kind under an isomorphism 
In this section we shall prove the following theorem. 
(4.1) Theorem. Let q; be an isomorphism of a little (middle) pro-
jective group PS (PG) onto another little (middle) projective group PS' (PG'). 
If G is any involution of the first kind, then q;(a) is also of the first kind. 
Proof. Take an involution of the first kind, say, -r which commutes 
with G. Then G, -r and G-r form a maximal set of conjugate commuting 
involutions, hence so do q;(G), q;(-r) and q;(G-r) = q;(a)q;(-r). 
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Now suppose that q,>(a) is of the second kind. Then so are q,>('r) and 
q,>(a)q,>(•'}, as these involutions are conjugate to q,>(a). We shall prove the 
existence of an involution e of the second kind, conjugate to and com-
muting with q,>(a}, q,>(T) and q,>(a)q,>(T). This contradicts the maximal 
character of the set of conjugate commuting involutions consisting of 
q,>(a}, q,>(T) and q,>(a)q,>(T). 
After applying an inner automorphism of PG' we may assume that 
A~a> = {e}+ {u}+ {x1}+Ct +a+Ct +a-Ct, 
Aq;;,,=C";: +a+Ci +a-C;:, 
A~T>= {e}+{u}+ {x1}+Ct +a+Ct +a-Ct, 
A;tT,=C; +a+Cz +a-C;, 
where Ct and Ct are quaternion fields in C with orthogonal complements 
0;: and C; respectively such that dim Of- () Ct- = 2. Then 
A~a)tp(T)= {e}+ {u}+ {x1}+C{ +a+O{ +a-C{, 
where 0{ =Ct nOt +C;: n C;, C; =Ot n 0; +0;: nOt. As q,>(a) and 
q,>(T) are conjugate, there exists a transformation inS (G) which transforms 
A~,, into Aq);T,, Aq;;a> into A;;T,, and similarly for q,>(a) and q,>(a)q,>(T). As 
PS acts transitively on the triples of noncollinear points, we may assume 
those transformations to leave the points u, i(e-u)+xl, i(e-u)-xl 
invariant, hence also e, u and x1• But then those transformations are 
orthogonal with respect to the quadratic form Q on A and map Ct onto 
Ot and 0{ respectively. As the norm form N on C is given by N(x) = 
=Q(e)-lQ(x}, e being the unit element of 0, the restrictions of N to 
Ot, Ot and 0{ are equivalent. From WITT's theorem it follows that the 
restrictions of N to Ot n 0;, 0;: nOt and 0;: n 0{ =0:;: n C; are 
equivalent, for Ot =Ot () Ot +Ot n 0;, Ot =Ot () Ot +0:;: () Ot and 
0{ =Ct n Ot +0;: n 0;. 
Take x E Ot () 0;, x =1= 0. Then there exists a y E 0:;: () 0; with 
N(y)=N(x). But there exists a cs EO! nOt such that y=X*Cs, so 
N(es) =I. We then can find orthogonal bases 
where c1 E Ot () Ot; c2, c1 * c2 E Ot () 0;. 
Let D be the subspace of 0 with basis e, c2, cs, C2 * es; D is a quaternion 
sub field of 0. Every element of 0 can be written as x + y * c1 with x, y E D. 
We have the following multiplication rule 
(x+y * c1) * (u+v * c1)=(x * u-N(c1}V * y)+ (v * x+y * u) * c1 
(see [1, p. 409, formula 2.2]). From this formula it easily follows that 
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the mapping 
t: x+y * c1-+ x+y * (c1 * ca) 
is an automorphism of C. Let Ct be the quaternion sub:field of 0 with 
basis e, c1 * ca, c2, c1 * (c2 * ca}, 04 its orthogonal complement, which has 
as a basis c1, ca, c2 * ca, c1 * Cz. It is readily seen that tOt =Ct, tO:! =04. 
Now we extend t as a linear mapping of A in the following way 
for cEO. 
t(e) = e, t(u) = u, t(x1) = Xt, 
t(a+c) =a+t(c), t(a-c) =a-t( c) 
Then a+co a+c=Q(a+c)x1, t(a+c) o t(a+c)=Q(t(a+c))x1. But Q(t(a+c))= 
= Q(a+t(c)) = ;!Q(a+)Q(t(c)) = !Q(a+)Q(c) = Q(a+c), hence 
t(a+c) o t(a+c) =Q(a+c)x1 = Q(a+c)t(x1) =t(a+c o a+ c). 
Similarly, t(a-c) o t(a-c)=t(a-co a-c). Finally we have 
t(a+c o a-d) = 1\Q(a+)Q(a-)t(d *c) 
=f6 Q(a+)Q(a-)t(d) * t(c) 
=a+t(c) o a_t(d) 
=t(a+c) o t(a-d). 
These formulas together show that tis an automorphism of A. Hence t ES'. 
Now consider the involution e of the second kind such that 
At={e}+{u}+{x1}+Ct+a+Ct+a-Ct, 
A; =04 +a+C4 +a-C4. 
As Ct, 04 I Ct, 01 in 0, we also have At, A; I A~a>• A;<a> in A. This 
means that e commutes with q;(a}; similarly one can prove that e commutes 
with q;(r), hence also with q;(a}q;(r). Obviously tA~a>=At, tA;<a>=A;; 
so q;(a) and e are conjugate in PS (PG). This completes the proof of this 
theorem. 
5. Isomorphisms 
In the sequel the word involution shall mean involution of the first kind. 
If S is a set of involutions in PS, then c(S) will denote the set of all 
involutions which commute with all elements of S. We first mention a 
lemma. 
(5.1) Lemma. Let 0'1 and 0'2 be any two noncommuting involutions. 
Then 0'1 and 0'2 have either the same center or the same axis if and only if 
c( c( Tt, r2)) = c( c( O't, 0'2)) for each pair of noncom muting involutions T1, T2 
in c(c(a1, a2)). 
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A proof of this lemma can be found in [6, p. 255, lemma 4.9], [2, p. 6], 
[7, p. 456, 2,6] or [14, p. 335, proposition 11]. 
Two involutions which have either the same center or the same axis 
are called a minimal pair of involutions. Let S be a maximal set of 
involutions each two of which form a minimal pair. Then S consists of 
all involutions having either the same point u as center or the same 
line v* as axis. In the first case we call it S(u), in the second oase S(v*). 
It is clear that all sets S(u), u a point, are conjugate under inner auto-
morphisms of PS, and so are all S(v*), v* a line, but that for any point u 
and any line v*, S(u) is not conjugate to S(v*). 
S(u) I S(v*) will mean: every element of S(~) commutes with every 
element of S(v*). S(u) I S(v*) if and only if u E v*. 
Now we shall prove 
(5.2) Theorem. Let PS and PS' be the little projective groups of 
octave planes 9(0) and 9(0'), respectively, and PG and PG' their middle 
projective groups, respectively. If cp is any isomorphism of PS onto PS' 
(PG onto PG'), then there exisis a projective transformation or a correlation 
-r of 9(0) onto 9(0') such that cp('fJ) = -r-1n-r for all 'fJ E PS (PG). 
Proof. Let S be a maximal set of involutions in PS such that each 
two of them form a minimal pair. Then cp(S) is a set of the same kind. 
Furthermore, if S is conjugate to a similar set T, then q;(S) is conjugate 
to q;(T). This implies that there exists either a transformation -r of the 
points of 9(0) onto those of 9(0') or a transformation -r of the points 
of 9(0) onto the lines of 9(0') such that cp(S(u)) = S(-r(u)) for all points u 
of 9(0). Similarly there exists a transformation -r' from the lines of 9(0) 
onto either the lines or the points of 9(0') such that cp(S(v*)) =S(-r'(v*)). 
Furthermore, it is clear that S(u) I S(v*) implies that cp(S(u)) I cp(S(v*)), 
i.e., S(-r(u)) I S(-r'(v*)). This means thatu E v* implies either that -r(u) E -r'(v*) 
or that -r'(v*) E -r(u). Hence -r is either a projectivity or a correlation. 
Obviously, we have cp(a) = -ra-r-1 for all involutions a. AsPS is generated 
by the involutions of the first kind, cp(n)=-rn-r-1 for all 'fJ E PS. For PG 
we reason as follows. 
Let "P be the automorphism of PG defined by "P(n)=-r-1cp(n)-r. Then 
91(a)=a for all involutions a. If 'fJ is any element of PG, then 
Hence 
Therefore 'lfJ(n)-1'fJ commutes with all involutions, hence with all elements 
of PS. From the proof of [12, p. 463, proposition 7] it follows that 
li7J)-1n= l. Hence "P(n)='fJ, i.e., q;(n)=-rn-r-1 for all 'fJ E PG. This completes 
the proof. 
With the above theorem we can prove the following one, in which 
we denote by At=A(Oi; y1,t, Y2,i, Y3,i), i= 1, 2, a Jordan algebra over 
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the base field Ki, by Si its special linear group and by Gi its linear group; 
K7 is the multiplicative group of the nonzero elements in Ki. 
(5.3} Theorem. Let cp be any isomorphism of St onto S2 (Gt onto G2). 
Then there exists an isomorphism eX of Kt onto K2, a 1-1 eX-linear trans-
formation t of At onto A 2 and a v E K: such that det (tx) = vcX(det x), (and 
a homomorphism x of the group of all v(n} E Ki into K:) such that either 
cf>(n}=tnt-t or c/>(n)=t(n*)-tt-t for all 17 ESt (either c/>(n)=x(v(n))tnt-t or 
c/>(n) = x(v(n))t(n*)-tt-t for alln E Gt, if v(n) is such that det (nx) =v(n) det x). 
Proof. cp maps the center of St (Gt) onto the center of S2 (G2). Hence 
cp induces an isomorphism rp of PSt onto PS2 (PGt onto PG2). By the 
previous theorem we have that rp(n} = rnr-1 for alln E PS1 (PG1), where 
T is either a projectivity or a correlation. Now a special correlation r1 
of 9(01) is given by u---+ u*, u E 9(01). Hence either rp(n} = rnr-1 or 
rp('IJ) = rr11JT1 1r-1, where r is a projectivity of 9(01) onto 9(02). From 
the fundamental theorem of projective geometry [10, p. 99, theorem 4] 
it follows that T is induced by a 1 - 1 eX-linear transformation t of A1 
onto A2, eX being an isomorphism of K1 onto K2, such that det (tx) = vcX(det x}, 
where vis a constant inK:. Hence either c/>(n)=x(n)tnt-1 or c/>(n)= 
= x(n)t(n*)-lt-1 for ann E sl (GI)· Here x(n) E K:. As c/> is an isomorphism, 
x must be a homomorphism of S1 (G1) into K:. 
Now TAE-IL SuH [14, p. 339] has proved that the commutator sub-
group of S1 is S1 itself. Hence X= 1 on S1. Now for 1J E G1 we define v(n) 
as the element of Ki such that det ( 1JX) = v( 17) det x. Then 1J ---+ v( 17) is a 
homomorphism of G1 onto a subgroup of K: with kernel S1. Hence x 
can be given by x(n) = x(v(n)). This completes the proof. 
As mentioned above, the commutator subgroup of a special linear 
group S is S itself. From this one easily derives that the commutator 
subgroup of a linear group G is the special linear groupS. Hence a special 
linear group and a linear group can not be isomorphic. 
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